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Welcome Morning
There is joy
in all:
in the hair I brush each morning,
in the Cannon towel, newly washed,
that I rub my body with each morning,
in the chapel of eggs I cook
each morning,
in the outcry from the kettle
that heats my coffee
each morning,
in the spoon and the chair
that cry “hello there, Anne”
each morning,
in the godhead of the table
that I set my silver, plate, cup upon
each morning.
All this is God,
right here in my pea-green house
each morning
and I mean,
though often forget,
to give thanks,
to faint down by the kitchen table
in a prayer of rejoicing
as the holy birds at the kitchen window
peck into their marriage of seeds.
So while I think of it,
let me paint a thank-you on my palm
for this God, this laughter of the morning,
lest it go unspoken.
The Joy that isn’t shared, I’ve heard,
dies young.
by Anne Sexton, from The Complete Poems of Anne Sexton. © Mariner Books, 1999.
Last Day of Kindergarten
In the photograph
the boy is ecstatic,
set free, a young king,
everything ahead of him.
There is nothing he can’t have
if he wants it and he wants it,
as does his friend beside him.

They are ready now to ride off
together and slay dragons,
rescue the world. It’s all here
in the park after the last bell;
it’s here in the green summer
they have been released to.
It’s here in their manhood.
They’ve only finished kindergarten
but they understand freedom
and friendship. They’re on top
of the picnic table, they’re on top
of the world in their tennis shoes,
they have raised their arms,
they are such men as could
raise continents; they have
survived. Look how their
fingers reach the sky
and their legs are sure as
horses. Their bodies
will forever do anything they ask.
by Marjorie Saiser from I Have
Nothing to Say About Fire,
Backwaters Press, 2016
Mind-Body Problem
When I think of my youth I feel sorry not for myself
but for my body. It was so direct
and simple, so rational in its desires,
wanting to be touched the way an otter
loves water, the way a giraffe
wants to amble the edge of the forest, nuzzling
the tender leaves at the tops of the trees. It seems
unfair, somehow, that my body had to suffer
because I, by which I mean my mind, was saddled
with certain unfortunate high-minded romantic notions
that made me tyrannize and patronize it
like a cruel medieval baron, or an ambitious
English-professor husband ashamed of his wife—
Her love of sad movies, her budget casseroles
and regional vowels. Perhaps
my body would have liked to make some of our dates,
to come home at four in the morning and answer my scowl
with "None of your business!" Perhaps
it would have liked more presents: silks, mascaras.
If we had had a more democratic arrangement
we might even have come, despite our different backgrounds,

to a grudging respect for each other, like Tony Curtis
and Sidney Poitier fleeing handcuffed together,
instead of the current curious shift of power
in which I find I am being reluctantly
dragged along by my body as though by some
swift and powerful dog. How eagerly
it plunges ahead, not stopping for anything,
as though it knows exactly where we are going.
by Katha Pollitt from The Mind-Body Problem. © Random House, 2009.

To Become A Dancer
To become a dancer so late
To be determined so late to become
A dancer is to become part
Of the dream of the humble heart
Determined to dance to the beat
Of this one dawn becoming day
Caught by a great blush and throb
Of laughter at such a becoming
Such a desire to become a dancer
In the sense of one moving, clumsy
With effort, yet effortlessly becoming
The limbs of the old tree bent
Out of shape and dancing, leaf-bare
On a windless day before snow,
Becoming the bent shape of itself
That sort of dancing, of sensing
With alert heart the snow-blurred
Motion or natural pause of tree
And of woman too, weary
And trembling with effort near
The aspen fence or morning barre
Stretching to become what she is
Or may be, laughing down at legs
Wrapped in woolly snow; grim,
Laughing and determined beyond pain
So late to translate at last
Life into life, the shared beat
Of laughter and grief into motion
Part of the dream-game I dare you
Accepted
As the reddening curtain rises
The grand jeté of dawn
And silent-as-snow applause rise

To celebrate one so modest and arrogant
Who dares so late, laughing,
To become a great dancer,
That is to say
To become, in a sense, one with the dawn
Beginning
By Lucile Alder, From The Ripening Light,
published by Gibbs Smith, 1989

Living in the Body
Body is something you need in order to stay
on this planet and you only get one.
And no matter which one you get, it will not
be satisfactory. It will not be beautiful
enough, it will not be fast enough, it will
not keep on for days at a time, but will
pull you down into a sleepy swamp and
demand apples and coffee and chocolate cake.
Body is a thing you have to carry
from one day into the next. Always the
same eyebrows over the same eyes in the same
skin when you look in the mirror, and the
same creaky knee when you get up from the
floor and the same wrist under the watchband.
The changes you can make are small and
costly—better to leave it as it is.
Body is a thing that you have to leave
eventually. You know that because you have
seen others do it, others who were once like you,
living inside their pile of bones and
flesh, smiling at you, loving you,
leaning in the doorway, talking to you
for hours and then one day they
are gone. No forwarding address.
Joyce Sutphen, “Living in the Body” from Straight Out of View (Boston: Beacon Press,
1995). Copyright © 1995 by Joyce Sutphen.

Late Summer
Out for a walk tonight,
the dog is throwing all her weight
against the leash, lunging toward
the fat tomcat
licking his black ankles
with a delicious, solemn attention
at the top of the neighbor’s steps.
Because this is what the dog
was made to do.
Because for some lucky animals
the space between the body
and what it wants
is all there is.
by Carrie Fountain, from Burn Lake.
© Penguin, 2010.

In Praise of My Bed
At last I can be with you!
The grinding hours
since I left your side!
The labor of being fully human,
working my opposable thumb,
talking, and walking upright.
Now I have unclasped
unzipped, stepped out of.
Husked, soft, a be-er only,
I do nothing, but point
my bare feet into your
clean smoothness
feel your quiet strength
the whole length of my body.
I close my eyes, hear myself
moan, so grateful to be held this way.
By Meredith Holmes, from Shubad’s Crown.
Copyright © 2003 Pond Road Press.

The Incredible Shrinking Woman by Lily Meyers on YouTube
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zQucWXWXp3k)

"Many, many of us have left our
bodies — we’re not embodied
creatures, we’re not living
inside our own muscles and
cells and sinews. And so we’re
not in our power, we’re not in
our energy....It’s been a long
journey to get fully back into
my body. And, certainly, what
I’ve seen everywhere in the
world is that the more
traumatized people are, the
less connected they are to their
own source of strength, their
own source of inspiration,
intuition, heart — everything."
- Eve Ensler

Barbie Doll
This girlchild was born as usual
and presented dolls that did pee-pee
and miniature GE stoves and irons
and wee lipsticks the color of cherry candy.
Then in the magic of puberty, a classmate said:
You have a great big nose and fat legs.
She was healthy, tested intelligent,
possessed strong arms and back,
abundant sexual drive and manual dexterity.
She went to and fro apologizing.
Everyone saw a fat nose on thick legs.
She was advised to play coy,
exhorted to come on hearty,
exercise, diet, smile and wheedle.
Her good nature wore out
like a fan belt.
So she cut off her nose and her legs
and offered them up.

In the casket displayed on satin she lay
with the undertaker's cosmetics painted on,
a turned-up putty nose,
dressed in a pink and white nightie.
Doesn't she look pretty? everyone said.
Consummation at last.
To every woman a happy ending.
By Marge Piercy, from To Be of Use. © 1973
Doubleday.

Prayer for a Ten Speed Heart
Let the fire of my body
propel and warm me
and let each darkness
reveal its plenitude.
Let the hills
flatten under my wheels
and let the eloquent curves
yield up their good surprise.
Let my heart be obstinate
when I need to climb
and let my lowliest gears
restrain my spinning down.
Let there be flatland, too,
and into that glittering place
let me stretch with the heart of a lover,
at full speed, blind and intent.
by Barbara Hendryson, from Cries of the
Spirit, ed. by Marilyn Sewell, Beacon Press,
2000.

The Body Knew
Long before there were words
Long before there was patience
The body was twiddling its thumbs
Long before this haze of lies this
Swirl of stupid things
Said and done
The body knew
Long before the animals ran
From men before the land
Were named before the clouds
Rose up and flew
The body knew
The body knew the tongue
Would come up with something to say
That the ears would listen that
The words would come like ants
That soon the brain would be
Infested and the head would grow
Hard and heavy
The body knew the body
Would be forgotten
The body knew the body
Would be used to take the brain
Here and there to make
Money and to make relationships
To assume the countless postures
Of idiocy – to sign the contracts
And treaties to stock the stores
The homes the schools the offices
The streets the prisons the
battlefields
The body-bags the body knew
It would be lost
Under fabrics that soon the belly
would
Hang and the back would stiff
That the days would pass the months
would

Pass the years would pass
The body knew
It would be rated “X”
Because the body knew words
Would be used to deceive to
Decorate to pack the space between
bodies until
Reaching out meant climbing the
mountains
Of things said
The body knew
The brain would be a bully
That the face would be a canvas forever
Painted with words that love could never
be
What they said it was
That a word
Was always a mask
The body knew the body
Would dream of headlessness the way
A breast dreams of bra-lessness of
blouselessness
Of sunlight and weightlessness
The body knew that someday
It would have to move to forget to
Dance to forget that it knew
What it knew
That it knew
by Tim Seibles, from Body Moves. © 1988
Corona Publishing Co.
Want
The wasps outside
the kitchen window
are making that
thick, unraveling sound
again, floating in
and out of the bald head
of their nest,
seeming not to move
while moving,
and it has just occurred
to me, standing,
washing the coffeepot,

watching them hang
loosely in the air-thin
wings; thick, elongated
abdomens; sad, downpointing antennaethat this
is the heart’s constant
project: this simple
learning; learning
how to hold
hopelessness
and hope together;
to see on the unharmed
surface of one
the great scar
of the other; to recognize
both and to make
something of both;
to desire everything
and nothing
at once and to desire it
all the time;
and to contain that desire
fleshly, in a body;
to wash it and rest it
and feed it; to learn
its name and from whence
it came; and to speak
to it-oh, most of all
to speak to itevery day, every day,
saying to one part,
“Well, maybe this is all
you get,” while saying
to the other, “Go on,
break it open, let it go.”
by Carrie Fountain, from Burn Lake. © Penguin, 2010.
My Skeleton
My skeleton,
who once ached
with your own growing larger,
are now,
each year
imperceptibly smaller,
lighter,

absorbed by your own
concentration.
When I danced,
you danced.
When you broke,
I.
And so it was lying down,
walking,
climbing the tiring stairs.
Your jaws. My bread.
Someday you,
what is left of you,
will be flensed of this marriage.
Angular wrist bone’s arthritis,
cracked harp of rib cage,
blunt of heel,
opened bowl of the skull,
twin platters of pelvis—
each of you will leave me
behind,
at last serene.
What did I know of your days,
your nights,
I who held you all my life
inside my hands
and thought they were empty?
You who held me all your life
in your hands
as a new mother holds
her own unblanketed child,
not thinking at all.
by Jane Hirshfield, The Beauty:
Poems, Alfred A. Knopf, 2015

Moment
Before the adults we call our children arrive with their children in tow
for Thanksgiving,
we take our morning walk down the lane of oaks and hemlocks, mist
a smell of rain by nightfall—underfoot,
the crunch of leathery leaves released by yesterday's big wind.
You're ahead of me, striding into the arch of oaks that opens onto the fields

and stone walls of the road—
as a V of geese honk a path overhead, and you stop—
in an instant, without thought, raising your arms toward sky, your hands
flapping from the wrists,
and I can read in the echo your body makes of these wild geese going
where they must,
such joy, such wordless unity and delight, you are once again the child
who knows by instinct, by birthright,
just to be is a blessing. In a fictional present, I write the moment down.
You embodied it.
by Margaret Gibson, from Broken Cup. © Louisiana State University Press, 2014.
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If you enjoyed these reflections, you may enjoy listening to this thoughtful
conversation: http://www.onbeing.org/blog/krista-tippett-compassion-forour-bodies/8664
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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